
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Marvel Refrigeration develops 24-inch residential 

undercounter freezer appliances tested to store 200 

pounds of frozen goods

(Greenville, Mich.) - Michigan manufacturer Marvel Refrigeration announced the release of 

new 24-inch residential undercounter freezer appliances designed to offer more freezer storage 

capacity within convenient reach of the kitchen. Handcrafted in Michigan with stainless steel and 

overlay panel options, Marvel and Marvel Professional Undercounter Freezers are tested to store 200 

pounds of frozen items in one ultra-efficient package.   

Engineered with Dynamic Cooling Technology for improved long-term storage of frozen 

items, Marvel Undercounter Freezers provide the industry’s most precise temperature stability and 

rapid cool down. And Marvel Intuit Integrated Controls ensure precise frost-free temperature 

management to keep contents evenly frozen throughout.  It also features 10 enhanced, easy-to-use 

settings for custom control and adaptability to storage needs.    

 “Temperature stability and pulldown speed are 

critical factors in proper frozen food storage, and not all 

freezers are created equal,” explains Jim Holland, Director 

of Engineering for Marvel. “For example, some ‘freezers’ 

should only be classified as ‘frozen food storage products’, 

since they lack the temperature pulldown capability to 

freeze unfrozen contents quickly enough to minimize 

bacterial growth, and maintain food quality.”    

“Additionally, large swings in storage temperature 

cause loss of moisture and freezer burn, dramatically 

shortening storage life.  We developed cooling technology 

that provides rapid pulldown, and minimizes both 

temperature fluctuation and temperature gradients 

throughout the storage compartment.” 

(continued, page 2) 

http://www.agamarvel.com/marvel/?pk_campaign=prweb&pk_kwd=All-Freezer-home
http://www.agamarvel.com/marvel/products/freezers/?pk_campaign=prweb&pk_kwd=All-Freezer-freezers


(Marvel Refrigeration develops 24-inch residential undercounter freezers, page 2) 

The high-capacity Marvel Professional 

model is designed with three full-extension 

commercial-strength chrome baskets with 

Smooth Glide System, and the Marvel model 

offers a durable top shelf constructed of heavy-

duty FreshFlo stainless steel for efficient air flow 

and even temperature. Other features include a 

soft-close integrated hinge on panel overlay and 

professional models for a truly flush fit with 

cabinetry and a Close Door Assist System to 

gently and automatically finish closing the door.   

For more information on the new Marvel and Marvel Professional Undercounter Freezers 

or to find a local dealer, visit marvelrefrigeration.com or call (800) 223-3900.   

About Marvel Refrigeration 

The benchmark for unrivaled craftsmanship, performance and design, Marvel Refrigeration 

offers a robust line of innovative food preservation and refrigeration solutions for home and outdoor, 

and is also the leading choice of world-class sports and entertainment venues, hotels, hospitals and 

medical facilities and other premium commercial installations across America.   

Marvel products are engineered, hand-built, tested and inspected against stringent quality 

standards in the AGA Marvel manufacturing facility based in Greenville, Michigan. AGA Marvel 

employs nearly 200 Michigan workers.  More information about all AGA Marvel products, including 

AGA, Heartland and Marvel Scientific can be found at agamarvel.com.   
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